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XXXIV.—On the Total Solar Eclipse </1851. By Professor C. PIAZZI SMYTH.

(Read December 1, 1851.)

Eclipses are still, as they have ever been, very important phenomena for the
astronomical observer; partly on account of the crucial test which they afford
for the examination of the truth of the theory and calculation of the motions, real
and apparent, of the Sun and Moon, partly also for the special opportunities
which they furnish of inquiring into some of the arcana of the physical charac-
teristics of those bodies.

For the former purpose, a partial eclipse will serve almost as well as a total
one; while the continued improvement of the observation of meridian passages
is now raising these daily measures fully to the importance of the other occasional
phenomena, as a test of the theory. But for inquiry into the physics of the Sun,
a perfectly total eclipse of that body is necessary; revelations may then happily
be procured, which no observation of any other phenomena at any other time, can
hope to afford any suspicion of.

As the occurrence however of a total eclipse near any inhabited and civilised
region of the earth, is very rare; and as even when it does occur, the observation
lasts but for three short minutes,—the utmost extremity of importance attaches
to the occasion in the eyes of all practical astronomers. So many circumstances,
too, have to be noted, observed, and measured, within a few seconds, that it is
necessary to adopt some systematic division of labour amongst a number of ob-
servers, and for each to be previously practised and expert in his particular part.

Much of this arrangement was organised for the eclipse of July 28, 1851; and
while other observers were distributing themselves along various parts of the line
of totality, I gladly seized the opportunity of occupying, in company with the
Rev. T. R. ROBINSON, D.D., the western coast of Norway, where the path of the
moon's shadow first entered Europe. On the importance of the occasion being
represented to the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses, then sitting in Edin-
burgh, that Board, who can so well appreciate science, and who have introduced
so many of its more recondite appliances into their admirable establishments on
the coasts of Scotland,—finding that their steam-vessel, the Pharos, would be
engaged amongst the Shetland Isles about the time of the eclipse, most liberally
undertook to convey Dr ROBINSON and myself to the selected part of the Nor-
wegian coast; a boon of so much the more importance, as that portion was un-
visited, so far as we could learn, by any sort of vessels available to ordinary

passengers.
Being taken across the North Sea, then, in this manner, and having been pro-
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vided, through the Admiralty, with a recommendation from the Swedish ambas-
sador to the local authorities, which opened the whole coast to us without let or
hindrance, we landed on the Bue Island, north of Bergen, on the morning of the
eclipse,—erected the instruments, many of which had kindly been lent to us by
Admiral Sir F. BEAUFORT, from the Hydrographical Department, and having the
zealous co-operation of Messrs Commissioners HUNTER, THOMSON, and URQUHART,

Mr Secretary CUNINGHAM, and Mr ALAN STEVENSON, the able Engineer of the
Board, together with the officers of the vessel, we were enabled to detail a dis-
tinct observer for each and every phenomenon that could well be expected during
the obscuration.

Our preparations, however, met the fate but too frequently suffered by
astronomers in these northern regions, viz., that they were rendered futile through
clouds; clouds so dense that nothing whatever was seen of the heavenly bodies
during the middle of the eclipse. But we had a remarkably good opportunity of
judging of the general effect of a total eclipse; and what with our partial expe-
rience, and the impartiality with which we could judge of the observations of
the more delicate phenomena by others, from not having any of our own to bring
forward,—we are perhaps peculiarly qualified to point out, wherein observers may
have failed in doing all that it is desired should be done on such an occasion, and
how they may probably succeed another time.

The general effect of a total eclipse, however interesting and instructive, as
one of the most sublime phenomena in nature, may yet appear unconnected with
the more scientific portion of the observations; and so it is directly, but indi-
rectly it has the greatest influence. For its effects on the minds of men are so
overpowering, that if they have never had the opportunity of seeing it before,
they forget their appointed tasks of observation, and will look round during the
few seconds of total obscuration, to witness the scene. Although it is not im-
possible, but that some frigid man of metal nerve may be found capable of resist-
ing the temptation, yet certain it is, that no man of ordinary feelings and human
heart and soul, can withstand it. In the eclipse of 1842, it was not only the vo-
latile Frenchman who was carried away in the impulses of the moment, and had
afterwards to plead his being no more than a man, as an excuse for his unfulfilled
part in the observations,—but the same was the case with the staid Englishman,
and the stolid German. Nor was the history of this experience enough to guard
against similar results on a second occasion; for in 1851, much the same unin-
tended perversion of observation took place; and on asking a worthy American
who had come with his instruments from the other side of the world, pointedly
to observe this eclipse,—what he had succeeded in doing ?—he merely answered,
with much quiet impressiveness, that if it was to be observed over again, he
hoped that he would then be able to do something, but that as it was, he had
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* done nothing, it had been too much for him. In fact, the general scene of a total
eclipse, is a potent Siren's song, which no human mind can wi ths tand: and the
only way in which its witcheries can be guarded against, is tha t by which

• ' liavin̂ / ULYSSES passed the fatal shore in safety. Let, then, those who on a future occa-
:1?;UW. sion have to make the more accurate telescopic observations, surround themselves
irr-er nf a ^y some high wall, which shall prevent their seeing anything but a very small
to detail d' portion of the sky round about the sun and moon. And let those to whom the

observation of the general effects may have been confided, be competent and pre-
pared to put whatever they see, pictorially on paper, so tha t others may after-
wards profit by their opportunity.

;. ., . First, as to this lat ter department, viz., the recording of the general effect.
*• --^inrough The result of my partial experience is, tha t during the progress of the earlier par t
? •v'w"a of the eclipse, the observer may be sketching in a something of the general forms
1 !: niffiitrof o f the landscape, on six separate boards, giving 60° of azimuth to each, so as to
* partial expe- include the whole panorama; or one long board properly supported may be
ob-rirations of better still, as there is no knowing beforehand where the most effective displays
~:'^ i•-• bring will take place. Moist water-colours in tin tubes and rough drawing-paper, I am

aoliMT^may disposed to consider, after much practice with all the varieties of water-colours,
n o?:a>ion. and crayons, and oils, to be the most effective and convenient medium, all things con-

sidered, for general field-work. Being seated then in an open place, with abundant
paper-surface before him, the observer should have a powerful lamp, to throw its

"K-rMiie. as light on his work and the colours, which should all be mixed up beforehand, and
arranged on a large pallet.

. 11 m Then on the instant that the total obscuration begins, and it is complete almost
tr ^ the instant that it begins, so well-defined is the shadow of the moon,—he should
v .. pfe immediately put in the colours, shadows, and forms, at once and boldly, with
'/, • A, a large brush; every stroke of which at the time, will enable his memory after-

n , °. wards, to add multitudes of those little indescribable details, which together form
" . ,f the impression made on the eye ; whose power was confessed at the time, but

a '• " which are nevertheless easily and completely forgotten, unless actually seen again.
75 i3i But to be able to put in even the groundwork of these six pictures in so short

••Sv a space of time as the total obscuration lasts, hardly three minutes, requires
'•l-^ something more than the mere wish to be able to do them, though this is unhap-

pily all that astronomers have generally taken with them to this most difficult
problem in art. So difficult is it to paint a tolerable picture, even under the most
favourable circumstances, that it has been a matter of frequent remark, that no

0H 0' amateurs have ever produced works capable of standing side by side with those
of professional painters; but when there is further the excessive difficulty caused
by the almost instantaneous disappearance of the scene, so as to necessitate its
being painted from the memory rather than the fact,—it is not to be wondered at
that none of our scientific books yet contain a tolerable representation of the
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effects of a total eclipse; and that only those few persons who have actually seen
it, really know what it is like. The phenomenon therefore, when seen; has, by its
unexpected novelty, such a power of enchantment, as to hold all observers spell-
bound.

If astronomers, however, will only take the trouble, they may learn to give a
good account of this most interesting subject. To no one who really tries to learn
to draw,- is the power wholly refused, and every one may by practice improve
their memory, as applied to drawing, as well as to anything else. The test
of the proper degree of skill having been arrived at, would be the taking of half-
a-dozen views of the progress of a sunset, during a certain number of minutes;
while to copy a picture after a one-minute view of it, would give the means of as-
certaining afterwards what were the probable limits of that person's errors in
light, shade, and form, without some estimation of which no astronomical draw-
ing should be considered presentable. No drawing can be made perfect, any
more than a numerical observation can. The one cannot bedepended ohr to the
minutest feature inserted on the paper, nor the other to the smallest fraction Jbf
a division read off from the instrument. The Question in either case must be,
what is the extent to which dependence can be placed? By knowing that the
greatest probable error of TYCHO BRAHE'S observations was 3', KEPLER proceeded
safely to deduce the elliptic theory of the planets: and if theories are ever to be
based on astronomical drawings, the possible limits of error in every way must be
ascertained, arid published as a necessary appendage to the pictorial representation.

I will not presume to say that I have arrived at the mark which is here pro-
posed ; but I have practised myself in drawing from memory, as well as in hasty
sketches from nature. My part, however, at Bue Island, was with a telescope,
and but for the unexpected clouding of the sky, I might have seen nothing of the
general effects; the clouds, however, absolving me from my special duty, enabled
me at least to look round, and I hastily made pencil sketches of what I saw.
These were coloured as soon as possible afterwards, and form a series of views,
shewing the varying effects, through the short period of the totality, and in
various directions. One of these views has been engraved with the present paper
(Plate XIV.), and as far as one only can serve, may perhaps tend to give some-
thing more of a local name and habitation in person's minds, to the verbal de-
scriptions of which there have been many good ones from various of the observers
of 1851.

I will only therefore add, that to understand the scene more fully, the reader
must fancy himself on a small rocky island, on a mountainous coast, the weather
calm, and the sky, at the beginning of the eclipse, T

7
5 covered with thin and bright

cirro-strati clouds. As the eclipse approaches, the clouds gradually darken, the
rays of the sun are no longer able to penetrate through and through, and drench
them in living light as before; but, as with clouds on an evening sky, they become
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darker than the background, on which they are projected. The air becomes sen-
sibly colder, the clouds darker, and the whole atmosphere murkier. From moment
to moment, as the totality approaches, the cold and the darkness advance apace;
and there is something peculiarly awful and terribly convincing in the two different
senses so entirely coinciding in their indications of an unprecedented fact being
in course of accomplishment. Suddenly, and apparently without any warning, so
immensely greater are its effects than those of anything else that had before
occurred,—the totality supervenes, and darkness comes down. The shadow of
the moon must evidently have a very well-defined termination ; and those who
have seen a large eclipse, or even an annular one, have no idea what a total
eclipse is like. Then suddenly came into view lurid lights and forms, as, on the
extinction of the candles, a phantasmagoric picture, before unnoticed, may be
made to appear prominently imposing in a darkened room. This was the
most striking point of the whole phenomenon, and was precisely that which
made the Norse peasants about us fly with precipitation, and hide themselves
for their lives. Darkness was everywhere, in heaven and in earth, except
where along the north-eastern horizon a narrow strip of unclouded sky pre-
sented a low burning tone of colour, and where some distant snow-covered
mountains, beyond the range of the moon's shadow, reflected the faint mono-
chromatic light of the partially-eclipsed sun; and exhibited all the detail of
their structure, the light and shade and markings on their precipitous sides,
with an apparently supernatural distinctness. After a little time, the eyes
seemed to get accustomed to the darkness, and the looming forms of objects close
by could be discerned, all of them exhibiting a dull green hue; seeming to have
exhaled their natural colours, and to have taken this particular one, merely b}*-
force of the red colour in the north. Life and animation seemed indeed to have
now departed from everything around; and we could hardly but fear, against
our reason, that if such a state of things were to last much longer, some dread-
ful calamity must happen to us also. While the lurid horizon northward, ap-
peared so like the gleams of departing light in some of the grandest of the works
of MARTIN and DANBY, that one could not at the time, and in that presence, but
believe, in spite of their alleged extravagances, that nature has opened up to the
constant contemplation of their mind's eyes, some of those magnificent revela-
tions of power and glory, which others can only get a hasty glimpse of on occa-
sions such as these.

To this part of the scene the plate refers, and may, perhaps, be considered a
successful work on the part of the engraver, Mr JAMES FAED, in giving an idea in
mere black and white, of the dark mysterious colouring of the scene. On other
sides, rain clouds and falling rain, prevented any such striking effects as those
just detailed, and within three minutes, the light of day was prevailing again.

So much, then, for the general effects of this total eclipse, and vMiy the next
VOL. XX. PART III. 6 X
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one meet with a better artist, and may some more perfect plan, than mezzotint en-
graving, be found for reproducing the drawings in all their colours, and cheap
enough to admit of a whole series being published by any scientific society.

The clouds already mentioned, prevented anything very interesting being done
in the way of exact measurement, and what little was accomplished, having already
appeared in the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society of London, 1852, need
not be repeated here. The most important subjects which presented themselves
for observation to those under clear skies, were the corona, and the red pro-
minences. Both may be spurious effects, and both may be real forms of matter
in the neighbourhood of the sun, but of such faint illumination as only to be
visible during the darkness of a total eclipse.

Respecting the corona, Professor BADEN POWELL has produced such excellent
imitations of it, by making dark bodies occult very bright points, and he has even
shewn such a necessity for its existence to some extent, that what, with the exces-
sive difference in the descriptions of different observers, and the absence of any
crucial observations, we cannot consider that the corona has been proved to be
anything real or material. On the other hand, we must not refuse the possibility
of something of the sort, inasmuch as the best theory of the Zodiacal Light, re-
presents it to be a nebulous mass, increasing in density towards the sun; but
no part of the sky during the totality was dark enough to exhibit any such
portion of the zodiacal light, as has ever been seen and recognised for it at night.

The red prominences, however, are much more precise phenomena in them-
selves, and have been better observed. Indeed, it may be considered, that they
have been proved to lengthen on one side, and shorten on the other, during the
eclipse, precisely in the direction in which they should do, on the supposition that
they were true appendages of the sun, and that the moon was occulting them.
This, however, is all, for other imaginable causes might produce such an appear-
ance, and a difference of effect would only appear on comparing the accurately
measured quantity and progress of the alteration of length, with the calculated
motion of the moon.

This, however, has not been done; and it is not a little surprising, that so
many astronomers should have observed the phenomenon, and been contented with
merely gazing. A few of them measured approximately the angular position of
the prominences on the sun's limb, but none measured the size and shape, and the
rate of amount of increase or decrease. Indeed, the figures given by different
observers, vary in the most incomprehensible way, and we can do no more than
conclude, that something red was seen, and of a cosmical nature; but each person
gives a different size and shape, and each person is quite certain that he is right.
The observation doubtless may be, and indeed from this must be, very difficult;
and a person who has not seen these bodies, ought not perhaps to form any judg-
ment. But it must be apparent to every one, that almost every observer attempted
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to do too much, and with insufficient means. He tried to give an account of all
;c society 7 the prominences all round the sun's limb, as well as to observe the instants of

beginning and ending of the totality, and judge of darkness over the landscape,
&c, &c,;—his main instrument being, too, a small telescope, with generally some
inferior style of altitude azimuth mounting.

Now, a little experience would shew, that a firm and clock-moved equatorial,
,i. *?"ft with micrometer and lamp apparatus, is a sine qua non; and that with this appa-

l l ^' ratus an observer should confine himself to a single red prominence, and get a
et numerous series of measures of it throughout its period of visibility. On the

•l• * records of such measures a safe theory might be erected.
, t But, if we are never to see these red prominences, except during the very un

m frequent phenomenon of a total solar eclipse, ages may pass away before we know
much, and if they be real, they must play some important part in the great

'u • -ai- mystery of the economy of the solar light and heat. Astronomers are bound, there-
? a^-r^ce:- : any fore, to exert themselves to the utmost, in contriving methods which shall make
- \* - v ' l to lie these prominences visible a t all t i m e s ; and Mr J A M E S N A S M Y T H , C.E., hav ing sug-

* :.ie po«!iiT gested to m e a m e t h o d b y which he hoped t h e end in view m i g h t be effected, I lost
no time in putting it into execution. The method consisted in pointing a tele-
scope to the sun from a dark room, and therein receiving the image of the field
of view on the top of a box, painted black inside. A circular hole, a little larger
than the sun's image, being then made in the lid, the solar light passes through,
is completely absorbed on the sides of the box, and the picture of the annular por-
tion of the field, between its boundaries and the sun's, i.e., the blue sky adjacent to
the sun, can be examined at leisure, and in comparative darkness, so that a faint
light projecting from the solar orb, anything in the shape of a ray or red promi-
nence, would have much greater chance of being seen.

Mr NASMYTH having no means at command to try his proposed experiment, I
put it into execution myself in the Edinburgh Observatory. The shutters in the
dome were furnished with screens and tubes, allowing no sunlight to enter the room,
but what passed through the object-glass of the telescope; and this was 9 feet
long, by 6 inches in diameter, was moved by clockwork, and carried near the eye-

r)ri$?<u^ ,A end, on an adjustable arm, a large light box lined with black velvet, and having
a hole in the top. The image of the sky, in all but contact with the sun, was

, - ! a r [ i51110", then received and examined on the surface of the lid round about the hole, into
which the sun's rays passed and were lost. So far as the apparatus was con-
cerned, everything answered to admiration, for when the sun's image was actually

oP,,v thrown into the dark box, the general illumination of the room was certainly
•$iW^ much fainter than that of the air during the total eclipse.
Lejsi# But notwithstanding this, and though I have tried it carefully on all the

"J'' finest days of the autumn of 1851, and the summer of 1852, I have seen nothing
of any prominent matter beyond the photosphere of the sun. The same negative
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result was obtained when a circular plate was made to eclipse the sun's image in
the focus of the telescope, and I looked directly into the eyepiece. But hardly
any other result could well be expected, as however dark the room might be
kept by the apparatus employed, that in no wise checked the illumination of the
atmosphere outside, in the apparent neighbourhood of the sun, the daylight, in
fact; and this was always so bright, that no object of the reputed faintness of
these red prominences could well appear on so luminous a background.

There is only one way of getting over this difficulty; i. e., taking the telescope
to the top of a high mountain, above all grosser parts of the atmosphere. Other
circumstances have lately compelled me to request leave from Government to
take the Edinburgh Equatorial temporarily to the top of the Peak of Teneriffe; and
if allowed to do so, it shall be one of my first cares to repeat this experiment.

This mode undoubtedly would not be perfect, none would unless tried alto-
gether above the limits of the atmosphere; but it would certainly be a great im-
provement on anything done on the surface of the earth at the level of the sea,
and might perhaps be found sufficient for the object in view. All travellers who
have ascended high mountains, combine in speaking of the greater blackness of
the sky witnessed in those elevated regions, as well as of the sun becoming
more luminous and more concentrated as to his rays, and of stars becoming
visible to the naked eye by day. Captain HODGES, at the height of 15,000 feet
on the Himalayas, saw, with a two-inch object-glass, stars of the fifth magnitude
in the open sunshine: but on the Calton Hill, with the smoke of Edinburgh more
or less diffused through the air, stars of the first magnitude are frequently in-
visible, in our pale blue sky, to a six-inch object-glass; thus making a difference
in favour of the mountain station, of at least 100 to 1. I have not myself had
experience of such great heights, but have observed for months at the altitude
of 6000 feet, and from the improvement in the transparency of the atmosphere
up to that point, can well believe what has been related of the higher station.

Thus far I have gone on the supposition that it was right and proper to attach
great importance to the conclusions of the actual observers, that the red promi-
nences were actual material bodies. This, however, has not been proved; and
we cannot be too careful in guarding against the deceptive effects of objects close
by. Now it is not difficult to suppose some partial diffractions of the sun's light
amongst the craggy mountains of the moon, during the total eclipse, which might
make some rays diverge, and become visible in an anomalous manner. Accord-
ingly, I introduced into the focus of the object-glass a small sphere, which was
made to pass before and so eclipse the sun's image, as in the natural pheno-
menon.

The results were, that light of a pink colour was thrown off from the edge of
the sphere, and in greater quantity as the polish of the surface was higher; in a
complete ring if the surface was smooth, and in detached portions if the surface
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was crystallised. Balls of plaster of Paris, zinc, brass, transparent and opal
glass, were tried: the best results were obtained with the last; when scratched
with a diamond, there appeared only a little pink prominence here and there ;
often appearing exactly like those pictured by the eclipse observers.

iiaintû f ^ ^ s P m k light was, however, always thrown off from some object out of
ft'Zl focus, though the visibly bounding line of the sphere might be in focus; and
t̂heteWn again, the light belonged to the ball as a centre, and not to the sun, seeming,
v Here nfL therefore, t o be a different phenomenon to t h e eclipse p rominences ; though the

0- £

,ea,

^v parallel direction of the rays grazing the moon's edge, and the converging of
,.»T „ ... 8 those touching the ball's, should be taken into consideration.
"- -l-neritre:and * • % • - • • A v ^ u u- A T ± A

^ A more similar experiment in this way, is to eclipse the sun behind a distant
„, . l object; and for this purpose I placed a black tin screen on the top of Nelson's
,~',3 ': 0< Monument, and observed it from below with the naked eye and a small telescope.

"Teatl" When the sun was completely eclipsed by the disc, there was much light of aspectrum character, with a preponderance to orange and red, thrown off beyond
cJerswio ^he e(jge5 a n ^ this light was most abundant on that part of the circumference of

the tin disc, to which, at the time, the sun was closest: thus bearing some sort
# ; ; n becoming of relation to the observed fact of the lengthening of the red prominences on tha t

^ i-wMj! side of the moon to which the sun was advancing. Anything transparent , as a
t f 1' iik bristle, on the edge of a disc, was part icularly vivid, and some ropes in the neigh-
»:::hMtnie bourhood were "glor i f ied" over an extent of two degrees. This effect, too, was
Edin- i r^h more more marked the clearer and more transparent the atmosphere. With much haze
e iMnentlvifr in the air it vanished altogether; the disc and ropes then projecting themselves
;-:' a difference blackly on the bright sky behind. This would seem also to be in some measure
p " - ^ y in favour of the idea of a spurious origin at the moon's edge for the eclipse pro-

the altitude minences. The evidence, however, is so very uncertain, t ha t few things would
. ,.ol!-j]eR be more productive of advantage in the present s tate of the subject, than the

repetition of all t he experiments with a better instrument , either in the rarified
•bpf Nut!* r

atmosphere of the Peak of Teneriffe, as just mentioned, or that of some higher
mountain: such observations, too, made at once, might tend to save and to
utilise much valuable time on the occasion of the next total eclipse of the sun.
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